The two images on this page, the frame that holds the title and the surveyor were adopted and
used in this presentation in response to two prophetic inputs, one that was mine, a dream, and
the other was from a prophetic friend who had an open vision.

2009 dream : I understood I was building R2HOP. I had 4 pieces of wood that had been part of a
skid or pallet. They were much longer in the dream - like 30' or 40' and I arranged them in a
square on the ground - actually an unlined parking lot - so black top… The wooden supports
from the skid as they appear have room for a fork lift to pick them up. I turned them on their
side and arranged them. Arch turned in. As I began to wake up I felt puzzled by what I saw. I
was being pulled up in the air and looking down on the frame, I realized that the pieces of
wood formed a picture frame - like an old fashioned ornate kind - fluted edges. And I realized
that God was giving me the biblical "framework" for the HOP and this eventually became a
book, “Night and Day Prayer According to David.”
2011 vision: It was sent to me in several text messages while I was at the podium in R2HOP
praying in a watch: Laird! I just saw the coolest moving picture when I was praying for you! You
were standing looking/studying a map and turning to look at the horizon of mountain peaks.
You were in charge of the railroad rails being laid down in the right direction. You had a sure
look on your face and I sensed you knew the answer to the routing of the rails along this
mountain range. You knew if you trusted the map maker, you could trust your decisions in
where to blast and tunnel and where to take the time to route around certain mountain sides...
You had surveying tool; a transit and a level. These were good tools that God (your map
maker) had given you.
The transit has a “spirit” lens glass in the middle to establish a level footing and the surveyor
can look through the transit at an object in the distance or flip the transit and look backwards
to see the route that has already been travelled.
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This presentation is not a defense of the material contained here although I believe it is
trustworthy but it is a reporting of that material including quotes where appropriate.

Transcriptions attempt to capture a live presentation. At times when the recording is
unclear, the transcription is a best guess. Pauses in delivery, voice inflections, partial
sentences, dynamic changes in direction, and lack of punctuation etc. can make
transcriptions difficult reading. When in doubt, use the recording to better decipher the
content.
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I get in the back room and Bob is shaking his head. “It was quite a night last night
wasn’t it?” I said yes, tell me about it, Bob. He goes, “I will. I will. The Lord appeared to
me last night and He had a banner on and on the banner, a sash, it said Jehovah Rapha,
I am the Lord that healeth thee.” And already, I know we are tracking. I said go ahead.
He said “He took the banner off, this sash, and He walked over to you and He put it on
you last night. He goes you were visited by the Lord in power last night. I know that you
were.” I said, I was. “I’m positive. It was about the healing anointing.” I said, yes it was.
He said, “the Lord told me to tell you Matt 10:8 and 1 Cor 15:10!” The same two
verses…
Ah, I’m so excited. The Lord told me He looked at you in eyes in this vision experience
and He looked right at you Mike and he said to you, no disease known to man will stand
before this people.
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“Most of you know that Paul Cain’s grandmother was a powerful, prophetic woman, as
was his mother. Her whole life she was committed to prayer and fasting. Her name was
Anna and she was an Anna. She was one of the most devoted women that you would
ever know ever. She had had five miscarriages and was forty-five and pregnant: fortyfive, pregnant, five miscarriages and three terminal diseases. She has tuberculosisterminal. She has terminal heart disease and her body is filled with cancer. She is fortyfive years old but the Lord told her when she was a young woman she would have a
son. She hasn’t had a son. She has had five miscarriages. She went home to die. The
doctors said go home and die.
She said, “Lord, you promised me a son. You promised me a son. I cannot die, you
promised me.””
He says, “No, no. You know the meeting we just came out of. The spirit of the Lord is
still resting on me. I am sitting here and we are in the walkway. The lady we are talking
to? The waitress, she got kidney problems. The guy over here is getting a divorce. That
guy is a homosexual. This is wearing me out. Let’s get out of the walkway… And let’s
make an odd story short. I found out it was the true word of the Lord.”
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“The prophetic man, Augustine, who met us in St. Louis and heard the audible voice of
the Lord about the whole going to Kansas City thing and he calls me. It is 10:30pm at
night. “Mike, it’s Augustine.” 10:30pm at night. I just came home from the night prayer
meeting. I just walked in the door. “Hello.” He says, “Tonight is the visitation and the
Lord is going to take you to His presence face to face.””
I mean no one sees the Lord face to face. I said, “Tonight? Is this for real?” He goes,
“Yes, for real. Tonight, you are going tonight. I am calling you because the Lord told me
this will be so new. You are so inexperienced. This will be so overwhelming and when it
is all said and done you will know you did it but you just have to know a human being
said to you.
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“First, very powerful to me, but it wouldn’t really make the list because it is not of the order of
the other things but it was so powerful to me and it has formed me so dynamically for 25 years
that I reasoned, I think, and lead, and I even administrate the prophetic out of this experience.
Very powerful to me, but it doesn’t have the order of confirmation of the other things; but I am
going to share it anyway.”
“In 1976, this lady was beginning to prophesy and my eyes were closed and my body was just
under the influence of the energy of Holy Spirit. And I was just, like, what is happening to me?
And these five things impact the ministry of IHOP and the Friends of Bridge Groom right now.
Your life … “
1. She said the Lord wants you to know that He is going to lead you in many of the same ways
that He led King David.
2. God is going to give you a revelation of divine gentleness like King David had. I remember
thinking divine gentleness? The verse of Psalm 18 verse 35, David said your gentleness has
made me great.
3. The next thing, she said you are going to have from now until you meet the Lord, you are
going to have, and this was really shocking, an abundance of dreams and visions and
heavenly experiences and encounters with angels and those that God brings around you
will operate in this as well.
4. Then she said, here’s the other thing, she said God is going to make the Word of God the
primary pillar of all that you do. The Lord insists on it and He will waken in you such a love
for the Word. You will insist on it with the very fire that God insists upon it; the Word of
God.
5. And then she went on to say one more thing. She says you will have many, many wars. As
in the life of David you will know conflict and you will know war by unbelievers and
believers. When one is over there will be a time of rest and time of healing and there will
be another one on its way, thus says the Lord
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Mike writes, “I go, “You (Bob) saw this with your eyes and heard it with your ears?” He
goes, “Yes! “This was a real experience.” It’s not a mind’s eye or not some little fuzzy
little thing at the side there. I mean, to where a guy imagines he is seeing something. I
am talking about a full encounter with an angel.”
I had a dream in which the Lord spoke to me about the healing anointing in the dream
and of which like I said, I probably have , like three special dreams a year, and It was a
powerful experience, I said, "oh, God, you've confirmed it to me, but it has to be a
witness outside of me.
The Lord is Lord of the lights and parables. You know the Lord is a poet. I said to Bob,
“Was it a dream?” He goes, “No, it wasn’t a dream.” He used to say this all the time and
those of you that know him could picture it. I said, “Well, what was it? Was it a vision?”
He goes, “No!” I said, “What was it then?” He said, “I was there!” I said, “You were
where?” He goes, “When you go there you will know where it’s at.”
So these are the forming ideas of it. There not happening anymore at this kind of level.
They are happening for different subjects but not in the formative ways. These are
words that formed our DNA. They formed our genetics. So don’t feel bad if you are not
seeing those happening because I think the Lord is saying I have put the DNA in very
sovereignly. It is sovereignly set in.
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Confirmation: Many items are still outstanding, but the emphasis on Israel was driven
home in connection to the Truman property. “A year or two later (1985), in one hour
and I will tell the story possibly in how I got this building so supernatural, literally
overnight. And a measure of young people are gathering. And certainly media is
involved.”
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The angel told Bob. Economics beyond anything you can think of. It will be
supernatural. And the agriculture, and the animals, there will be rain in 100-200 mile
areas. There will be cities of refuge and pockets of mercy in the midst of nations where
the agriculture and the herds and the economics will multiply like Joseph.
Now, here is what the angel says. That in Kansas City when the war, the next Great War
breaks out and famine is all over the earth. God is going to cause Kansas City; there will
be several cities in the Midwest and several cities outside as well.
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“Ah, the Lord is calling for a house of prayer and a house of intercession to come into
being. It will be open 24 hours a day to where the saints of God, whenever they get
the call, they can go there and they can begin to pray. The praise that will be there.
You can go there and be ministered to. You can go there and join in intercession. It
will be open night and day. It will be the place that the saints of God will just literally
go there and pour themselves out to the Lord like a love offering.”

“Because, I’m building a different kind of structure and a different work." So he
warned us (Bob) to stay in the house of the watchful and the wise, that's why we've
got to labor even in that barren prayer room, it's the will of God to be in that prayer
room.
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Confirmation: The Lord told Bob that the first leader was coming in 1983. He says, “The
Lord told me you would be twenty-seven. You’d come in the spring of 83’. You’d be
preaching on revival and intercession.” Bob also new that Noel Alexander was coming.
Bob’s handwriting ‘When Major General Alexander comes, than I am going to begin to
assemble this youth army.’ He came in 1984.
Now most of you in this room were not even born then. So he was not talking about
the whole end time army but He was talking about this initial installment of leaders.
He said, "They will give away their rights over the movement before they will divide it
because they are the true mothers of the movement." He said, "Their sons and
daughters will inherit it freely so they will have a greater anointing… But those that
birthed it would lose their interest, so they will be the government of it, though their
sons and daughters will surpass them in the anointing and their grandchildren you will
see.
Don't let them appoint leadership. Let me appoint leadership. I'll speak supernaturally
whose going to come. I'll name them first. I'll bring my men - don't do these things
because you'll have to undo them if you do." One of the first prophecies I brought to
MB was to fire who he hired. And he had to go fire who he hired.
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Confirmation: Bob Jones gave the same words to Mike in 1983 and had no knowledge
of Augustine or his word. Bob had never met Augustine or heard of him.

A prophet from Phoenix, Arizona comes to St. Louis to visit a good friend of mine
named Rick Shelton. A man with a proven prophetic history and he drives by the
building of the church that I am pasturing and hears the audible voice of the Lord.
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Confirmation: The level of opposition that came against Mike and the movement is consistent
with this word. Bob spoke in advance of a token of the “little bit of power” given to the church
that will be released in greater measure at some future time. MCF saw this one Sunday as Bob
had spoken.
So I saw the white horse - this time there was a man and that man was lying flat on a board on
his back. And there was another one walking aside and I couldn't understand it. One of our
main duties when we were being birthed was to pray for Pat Bickle continually. (Fall of 1982)
Bob said, “When my light is on them, when they raise their hand up the people getting healed.
Not all of them, not every time. The people getting healed will see literal white light come out
of their hands.”
“When they raise their hands and the Shekinah glory won’t always be manifested to everybody.
Sometimes it will. Sometimes it won’t. Even when it is not manifested to everybody, when they
get into the spirit of power, like Luke 6, the power of the Lord is present to heal.”
“The dogs speak of religious leaders that do not see the value of what God is doing in this hour.
I’m talking about in our context … this again, is a parable you can apply many different ways.
But in our context this relates to those four values that God gave us in Cairo, that God gave me
in Cairo for this movement.”
BJ. And He said, "Look them over real close." And He said, “I want you to know beyond a
shadow of a doubt that I love them." Mike asked how the Lord described these young people.
BJ. They were cocky, arrogant, and immature (Audience laughs uproariously).
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Confirmation: God gave Paul Cain an audible word on the acronym IHOP – which were the four
values given to Mike.
The church structures right now are like scaffolding for something new that is going to
happen. When this new thing happens God is going to call the meetings, they will gather in the
stadiums, and they the believers will come in. Maybe one hundred thousand will come in.
Maybe a one hundred thousand converts will be released in that ten, twenty, thirty day period.
Now the Lord says go back out for the next six, twelve, eighteen months and it will be all
different.
He (Bob) says that … this movement is bigger than IHOP, the movement is bigger than our
influence. It's the people that are saying yes to these values that were given in Cairo.
And when the Lord says, “I’m going to change” the synagogue system to the early church with
fisherman. I’m telling you when the power bases shift, if it happens in political arenas they call
it revolution. It is called a revolution. If it happens in the spiritual arenas it is called conflict.

The Lord didn’t tell me what a generation was 40 years, 50 years, 70 years. I don’t know. I
don’t know. He just said it will be in one generation. It will be a suddenly of God that will hit
the earth.
He said, “You have only said yes, but you have not yet done it.” He said this, “Guard your heart
lest your brethren steal these things from your heart.” He said there is four things the Lord told
me in this experience, four things you must build this work on.” – IHOP; Literal night and day
prayer. The work will be built on holiness of heart which we call passion for Jesus or we call the
first commandment first or the bridal paradigm if you want. He goes the third thing this work
will be built upon would be extravagant giving to the poor: I understood even in that day was
faith, meaning the operation of the Holy Spirit and power. (Confirmation, Paul Cain’s audible
word)
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Confirmation: Howard Pittman account
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Confirmation: the snow came and Bob gave Augustine’s word.
He says that … this movement is bigger than IHOP, the movement is bigger than our
influence. It's the people that are saying yes to these values that were given in Cairo.
The movement is bigger than people officially connected to us. It’s God’s movement.
Not our movement. Our part in the movement is a smaller part than the contribution of
many others.
And there’s things that are going to happen.” He says, “The Lord told me you were
inexperienced in the things of the spirit but He’s going to train you and I am here to
train you and others are going to come.” He said, “But this is going to be a very
important verse to you because the Lord has spoken Joel 2 over and over and over
through the years.”
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Confirmation: An angel gave Bob Mike’s secret agreement with his father.
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Confirmation: Mike saw three souls that God gave that Sunday as Bob had seen.
So I began to read Brainerd and here is something I really discovered about Brainerd. It
was an equation. Now, equations are never fully perfect but when Brainerd would have
a release of prayer, a release of authority in prayer… So Brainerd would talk about this
and it would happen to him. On Friday morning, then on Friday afternoon the Indians
would gather he would preach and the power would descend. Brainerd would tell you
when he preached there was no power at all on him and he would go into more ardent
fasting and prayer.
He said, “He gave you a hook, a big old hook. About a foot long with a big hook on it.
You knelt down on the side of the boat and you gave three strokes in the water and you
pierced three fish right through instantly.”
” I just did that! I just put my finger on three people and they went down like an arrow
shoot through them. He goes, “And you pierced them right through the heart and they
were soundly converted.”
“And whatever authority he gave you with those three, that hook those three times.
This is the actual word he told me. I saw him. I saw him with eyes.”
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Confirmation: The angel gave Bob Daniel 9 which he had also given to Mike.
“Well, I never had an experience at this level. This is beyond anything I have ever
experienced. Never, have I had anything of this level.” I said, “What?” He said, “The
angel Gabriel visited me in a night vision. I saw him with my eyes. I have never seen
such a thing. I mean a high…an angel. I have seen angels of number of times but never
this! And he stared at me.
He said, ‘Give the young man Daniel 9 and he will understand. I will gather five hundred
together for this.’”
“The Lord told him that He would send a second sign. He says, “What would I tell you if
a comet would come across the heavens and unknown by scientist. Nobody has seen it.
I am not talking about I looked in the Almanac and here it is. And if it happen to verify
that the vision from Gabriel is true. That Daniel 9 is a true call that you are supposed to
embrace. What would you do?”
I said, “Well, that would be marvelous! That is kind of like above and beyond. I had this
internal voice of God, audible voice that was so powerful and now you have told me
exactly what I saw. I said, “How could it be possible that I would need something
more?” He says, “You will need more. Before it’s over you will doubt it yet again.” I go,
“How could I?” He says, “You will. The human heart is mysterious.”
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Confirmation: The comet came as predicted.
“Well, we go six in the morning until twelve at night. Eighteen hours a day and most of
the nights there was five-six hundred at it and most of the days there was a bunch in
the morning and pretty thin in the afternoons, maybe a hundred. But it goes all day
long.”
He said, “God is going to raise up an army of musicians and singers and they are going
to gaze on the beauty of God. In the middle of their praise signs and wonders are going
to break out; miracles like you cannot imagine. The Lord said, ‘I will set my face on this
house when they do this because of twenty-four hour prayer in the spirit of tabernacle
of David.’
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Now so that you know this, that anointing of healing will be upon the body of Christ
across the nations those that are pressing into the Lord.

“If” they will be faithful to walk with me with all their heart. It is an essential “if”. And
the Lord told Bob, tell them that if they use this anointing to make money for
themselves, to manipulate for immorality, or to open doors for their own pride I will
take back the license to heal at this level.
I am going to give you the five words again. (1)Psalm 24:7, gazing on the beauty, (2) the
house of prayer (24/7), (3)he spoke of the five thousand growth, (4)the no disease
known to man, (5)the St. Louis partnership and God’s attention focused on the
Midwest; they impact the whole world together in partnership.
And he says, “The Lord spoke to me audibly that He gave you Psalm 27:4. And the Lord
said, ‘This is what it is about: twenty-four hour prayer; the spirit of the tabernacle of
David.’”
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Confirmation: Bob gives the August 23rd (1983) as the date that God would
demonstrate His sovereign break of the drought. This was a down payment of a future
“breaking in” to end the larger spiritual drought that was on the nation.
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Confirmation: Howard was given a significant date (21 day fast) to give a special group
of Gideons 4 years before it occurred.

I was a police officer. On August 1979, I had a hemorrhage in my abdomen and I bleed
to death and died.”
I ask the Lord, ‘Can I have my life back?’
The fast ended; May 27th, May 28th, June, July…ohhhhh bad. I get a tumor on my vocal
cords that I have for three years. A serious tumor, I mean, not a little one. I went to two
doctors and both of them have been in the practice for thirty years each. One of them
said, “If you don’t get this tumor taken off in a week, ten days max you will lose your
vocals forever.”
And the Lord tells him. He announces over the wall of the city. I don’t see the Lord. I am
outside of the walls and I hear the Lord’s voice, ‘Yes, I am sending you back.’
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Confirmation: In a seminar, John described his movement as “worship and compassion
(healing)” and an usher gave information on the location. Both of these were given to
Bob in advance. And in 1975 the Lord gave Bob the description for Midwest – prophetic
& intercession
The Lord…men may not be insistent but God is insistent those four things are together.
Compassion means healing. It is a way to healing that flows through the tenderness of
God’s compassion and worship means intimacy.
In June 1984 at a conference, “John Wimber comes up and he starts talking. And I
remember the thing that struck me. He says, some of main values are worship and
compassion. And I caught that instantly. So I asked the usher. I go, how far is LA from
here? He goes we are about 35 miles south east of LA. I went wow!”
“I think I have found them (Vineyard). And He prayed about it and told me yes, this is
the group. And I go, what do we do? Absolutely nothing. Don’t do anything. Ok. The
Lord has a timing. Let it unfold.”
And I mean they were Rambo prayer meetings. It was devil come out or we are coming
in after you. They were not, oh how I love you and oh, how you love me.
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Confirmation: Mike heard the audible voice of God and was told to contact Bob to hear an
significant message.
I’m going to talk about one but it has so much weight of importance to who we are that if we
miss this one, then all the other promises are lost or at least diminished.
A lot of folks think, revival - wow, power, excitement! Beloved, revival is power and excitement.
It is stigma. And a lot of the folks who are thinking of the promises, are only thinking of the
positive and the excitement. There is a huge downside.
And the Lord said “In this dungeon … there is two guys in the dungeon in with Joseph.” Bob
said, “They represent two different types of ministries that are under accusations. They are
under accusations. They are being accused of poison.”
He said, “There are two different ministries that are going to come forward and both of them
are going to be accused of having poison in their ministry.” He said, “However, one ministry is a
true accusation. The baker really does have poison in the bread, they really do. But the
cupbearer, they don’t have poison in the wine but they get accused of it. And they are both in
prison for a season.”
The Lord speaks to Bob in this dream and says, “I am going to exalt the cupbearer to serve wine
in the presence of the King… I am going to release the ministry of wine first.” The reason God is
going exalt the ministry of the cupbearer or the ministry of wine is in order to establish and
strengthen humility in the church. The serving of the wine is going to reveal the hearts of the
people of God.
The Lord was causing unprecedented embarrassing things to happen on purpose so the body of
Christ had to decide to go or not go with the Holy Spirit. The hungry were embarrassed and the
non-hungry were embarrassed. Everybody had plenty of information to say no to it. And the
Lord set it up that way on purpose.
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Now I would prefer the wind, the creative miracles, the buildings shaking, the whole city ceased
in power, the activity of angels manifest in the natural.
I like the fire. I mean conviction, heart wrenching repentance that frees and liberates the heart
to touch God and that deeply engages first commandment passionate commitment of devotion
to love Him, for Him to be our portion.

We can’t neglect the wine when He pours it out. We can’t resist it. You see, some people they
don’t resist it. They just neglect it. They don’t oppose it. They say I don’t think much about it.
But we can’t exaggerate it either. We can’t exaggerate it, we can’t overdo it. We can’t under do
it. We can’t ignore it. Can’t stand against it. He says I want an attitude towards my Spirit that
honors what the Lord wants.

“Bob, how long is this going to be here?” He says, “To tell you it’s here to stay. The wine is not
going away. The Lord is going to add fire to it and going to add wind to it.” Acts 2

The wind, speaks of the supernatural realm, the realm where the angels are actively involved, the
buildings are shaking, the creative miracles. The fire speaks of the conviction of the Holy Spirit,
that heart-wrenching, conviction of repentance, and that impassioned love for Jesus, that burning
heart. And the wine speaks of the healing, restoring of the heart, making the heart glad, and the
joy of the Lord.
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Confirmation: Bob told Mike that God would visit him and give him understanding
which God did and the moving to Grandview also occurred.

And the Lord turns and the Lord says from this exalted position sitting on the Ark of the
Covenant as they are carrying it in. He says, “I am going to reveal my glory through my
holy apostles.” He tells this to Bob. He says “these are the ones that will bear the
government in this movement, this future movement. These are the ones that keep Me
high and lifted up”. And the Lord said to him pray Psalm 12:1. And cry “help, Lord - For
the godly man perishes. Or cry help, Lord we don’t have any champions that will lift only
you up”. So many of my servants, “They sell out my glory. When I bless them they begin
to compromise. They keep the money. They go for the pride. They stumble in immorality
when I anoint them. They use it for other things. And I meant them to use it for the
increase of my Kingdom”.
He goes, “Yes. Number two; we are going to Grandview. We are on our way to
Grandview.” He says, “One of the reasons we are going to Grandview is because the
Lord wants us next to Harry S. Truman’s house.” And you know Harry S. Truman’s role in
the rebirthing of the nation of Israel.
Number three; I am going to get injured in the battle. I am in a hospital gown and I am
not leading out front when it breaks open. I am devastated by this!”
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Confirmation: Augustine announced Mike’s visit to the Courtroom of God on the very
night that Mike was taken there.

So then as I’m in this chariot, it takes off and goes into this vast blue expanse, just miles
and miles, and seemingly endless, vast blue sapphire expanse and my chariot is going
into it. And I’m clear it is the revelation of the knowledge of God because that is the
agenda on the end time church, the revelation of the knowledge of God – Eph 4:13 –
which God would bring us to the knowledge of the son of God.
But I look over my shoulder because I hear a person crying out “No, No!” behind me. So
I look over my shoulder. And I see a line of people and a line of chariots. It was like the
number Bob Jones said. It was more than 20 less than 50. I didn’t count. I glanced. It
was 20, 30, 40, 50 of them. It was the group that Bob Jones told me about.
I want you to know that the word patience in the NT is often translated “perseverance”.
Many translations … sometime it is translated patience. Sometimes it is perseverance.
It means following through. But He was saying don’t quit.
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Confirmation: Augustine and Mike stayed at a friends home in the guest bedroom and
Augustine has an open vision and sees a great demon strike Mike’s right knee – which
happened that night and Mike woke up in great pain that had no medical element but
would periodically affect Mike for some weeks and Augustine also hears the
authentication of the blue print prophecy from an angel – which Augustine had asked
for.
I don’t say anything. I go, what did you say? Because we are not connecting this with
the lady in Tulsa four days ago yet.
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1. The HOP has drought, hassles and demonic opposition while it waits for God
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Confirmation: Bob tells Mike that he is going to have a dream about friendship and a
friend named Don.

But the ones that touch me and the ones I’m typically telling, it is when Bob saw
something that happened to me that I can verify in and of myself that he knew nothing.
On five occasions, little bunny trail here, I had a dream on five different occasions and
the very next night … this happened over a couple of years, he told me not just that I
had the dream, he told me what the dream was without me saying a word to him.
Happened at least 5 times. Maybe 7 or 8.
Now the worship team did not stop and say, anybody that wants healing come forward.
Nothing like that. It is what we call presence worship. Where right in the midst of
worship, the demons are coming out, creative miracles. But there is a sovereign
dimension of presence worship that we are contending for, where this is what was
happening.
So the Lord tell him that, “I am going to reveal my healing power but in context to
tender friendship.” And He is smiling and Bob said to him, “This is marvelous!
(Jam 2:13 NAU) 13 For judgment will be merciless to one who has shown no mercy;
mercy triumphs over judgment.
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Confirmation: Kansas City did win as described.
The Lord said, ‘Eleven is the number because it’s the eleven hour victory. It’s the
eleventh hour victory he’s going to give Kansas City.”
He goes, “You are going to be counted out many times by many people and at five till
twelve, in the eleventh hour, the Lord is going to break through and this prayer
movement is going to succeed and it’s going to get the attention of the entire earth.
This is going to happen. You wait and watch the baseball league.”
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Confirmation: John Wimber did call as Bob said and in a conference used the numbers Bob
gave.
He says, “Well, when a million people will come you are going to lose your way, your heart isn’t
going to stay connected. You are going to have more fires burning of jealous, stirred up people.
Your good friends, your old friends, your new enemies, your enemies, oh my goodness, will you
stir up. Not you but this will stir up so many feelings under the surface that are negative and
you don’t have a clue about it and John Wimber understands a lot about this stuff.
“John, I am really curious. It just matters to me. How many people are in the Vineyard?” He
goes, “Well, they say…I think about 50 thousand in America.” I said, “Huh…how many
worldwide?” He goes, “How do I know? They say about one million.”
So I traveled with John for about three years. With Paul and John and I really aware. Bob Jones
tells me all the time he goes, “You know you are just in the seminary. This is all about that
youth movement that is coming some years down the road. Remember, you are in seminary
right now. Take notes!” I tell you not that I took them perfectly but I took them diligently. John
told me about international ministry because that is what Bob said he would teach about
international diplomacy. He taught me about structures and people. He did a lot of things right
and he did a lot of things wrong by his own confession. You know I am not a perfect learner but
I was observing, observing, observing, observing and observing saying, “Lord, teach me.” Many
times I said, “Lord, show me, show me, show me. I can’t remember all this. There is too many
things happening right now.”
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Confirmation: the first two pieces occurred as predicted. The last is still coming.
The whole earth will be shaken by its terror but God will raise up a church in Europe and raise a
church all over the earth which will be able to withstand its terror in the authority and the
victory of Jesus. Many will be martyred but multitudes will stand in full love and they will
escape it by the protection of the Lord and many things will happen.”
I believe that the political sovereignty of America will be temporarily disrupted. I believe there
will be a short period of time where the political sovereignty of the United States will be
interrupted temporarily. And I believe there will be cities of refuge. I believe we will be
occupied by foreign forces. This empire that was based in Europe that’s far bigger than Europe.
I don’t believe America will be conquered. I believe for a short season we will be occupied. I
believe that there will be limited nuclear exchange on the east coast. I believe there will be
earthquakes and plagues. I believe there is going to be a famine throughout the land. I believe
there is going to be an open heaven over cities of refuge.
Paul Cain is wide awake and he hears the audible voice of the Lord. He said this, “To the church
without mixture I will give the spirit without measure.” He said one day I was sitting there one
morning, I met him and his face was just white. I just heard the voice of God. It went externally;
it went through me like thunder. He said, “To the church without mixture I will give the spirit
without measure.”
And Paul said, “For such a time as this we have come to the earth
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Confirmation: Mike was visited by an angel and stirred to speak on John 6 and souls
Great harvest, apostolic power in proclamation and healing.
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Confirmation: Noel received a check from the US Government for $1000.
And Bob Jones says, this man that is driving the bus, of course he is talking about the
Lord, He has the most unique ideas. He goes, if we really understood what He was
doing, he said there isn’t hardly a leadership group in the earth, including us that would
agree with Him if we really knew what He was going to do.
Because when we make decisions which we should make in this way. We make
decisions almost all … always how to get more comfort, get more money and get more
honor. Almost all decisions all of us make, church decisions, ministry decisions, business
decisions, family decisions, almost all of them, how to get more money, how to get
more honor and how to get more comfort. And Jesus makes decisions, how to get more
humility, and more obedience, and more glory for God. And the decisions are
constantly cross wise.
And the Lord shows him in this, the way that men would do it. They would go downhill
slow and uphill fast but the Lord does it exactly opposite. He scares us going downhill
and then wears us out, our patience, going uphill. But He has a different goal. His goal is
to produce humility and to produce confidence and connectedness with His heart but
that is one part of this bus … I love that part, but that is not the part I want to focus on
here.
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Blue Print prophecy: It goes on to the last one. “I will be your purse bearer. I will
give the power to make wealth. This will be a forerunner type ministry.”

I will give the wealth of the nations into your hands if you will use it on the
gospel and for the poor of the earth.

But He (God) wants us involved. He wants us all wowed and wooed and telling
our children and them telling their friends and the grandparents and the aunts
and uncles talking on the telephone. He wants everyone wowed by the journey.

The Lord said, “This is a token of the future prosperity I am going to release in
the days to come if you will continue to trust me. This is only a token of what I
will release.”
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Confirmation: Bob calls Mike at the moment God gives Mike Song 8:6 and gives him
the same scripture. Bob was on his way to the airport.

Now, I had one before that five years earlier. In the solemn assembly of May 1983, the
Lord said do 24 hour prayer in the spirit of the tabernacle of David.
So now I have a 2nd mandate, do Song of Solomon 8:6.
So this seems so strange to me now but in that day it was a conflict. I thought which is
it? Is it the 24 hour prayer or is it the Song of Solomon? I mean it is the same thing. But
in that day that was completely a dichotomy. How am I going to do the prayer thing, if I
do the intimacy thing? I know it just sounds absurd in 2009. Because we had prayer
meetings for years. And I mean they were Rambo prayer meetings. It was devil come
out or we are coming in after you. They were not, oh how I love you and oh, how you
love me.
The work will be built on holiness of heart which we call passion for Jesus or we call the
first commandment first or the bridal paradigm if you want. Because passion for Jesus,
or holiness of heart flows out of being fascinated out of an experience of intimacy of an
God with a burning desire for his people. That’s the kind of holiness were talking about.
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Confirmation: the earthquake came as predicted.
And Paul said, “And tell John here’s my message. My message is Jeremiah 33:8. The
earthquake hits southern California, actually Pasadena right next to Anaheim. It hits it
at 3:38 in the morning; exactly the passage that’s already been given.
It is when one of the biggest earthquake and in how many years around the world? It
was staggering to all of us! Paul told me, “This is why…” I said, “Why earthquakes?” He
goes, “Because when compassion and worship merges with prophetic and intercession
there will be an earthquake felt the whole world through when these things come
together.”
(Jer 33:8 NAU) 8 'I will acleanse them from all their iniquity by which they have sinned
against Me, and I will pardon all their iniquities by which they have sinned against Me
and by which they have transgressed against Me.
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Confirmation: Paul Cain tells Mike that God is going to give tokens of this visitation which occurs each time Mike speaks.
The Lord says, “I am going to raise up my anointed ones from one tribe, from one stream and have them intermarry, cross
pollinate with people from other streams. I raising up an international family of affection and my leaders must help them get to
the place and not resist them.”
God’s shepherd, deep in their heart. Many of them think they have a right of ownership to the people under them. That’s the
control spirit
The Saul-David collision in the kingdom. The David leadership being raised up. The Saul leadership going out of style. It’s right now
it is still in style the Saul leaders but it is not always going to be that way because the Lord is going to see to it.
” It was at this time, I mean, on this October 5th day, in the wake of this the Lord says, “I am raising up an international family of
affection.” It was just, actually the trance was over, and it just came resounding through my being. The Lord says, “I am going to
raise up my anointed ones from one tribe, from one stream and have them intermarry, cross pollinate with people from other
streams. I raising up an international family of affection and my leaders must help them get to the place and not resist them.”
Paul says, “Well, the Lord is telling me right now as you are telling me this He is going to release tokens of power right now. He is
going to give mercy and give tokens of power. He is going to give mercy and He is going to back up this because I think it is really
for… still for another time.
He looks in my eyes with a sternness. He says this, No one with a control spirit can fully experience my Kingdom and He meant the
power of the Kingdom. No one with a control spirit … what He means is a possessive spirit. Not that a control spirit is only that but
that was the highlight, a spirit. He was talking about leadership. People that own their people. They own everything. It is my stuff.
It is my people. It is my reputation. It is mine. Don’t mess with me. The Lord says a control spirit, a spirit of possessiveness … and
instantly I understand intuitively instantly it means possessiveness, and religious opinions meaning against others. That group is so
off base, they don’t get it. I get it. Those were the two descriptions the Lord gave me.
It was just actually the trance was over and it just came resounding through my being. So I know it was still the over flow of that
anointed experience where he said I am raising up an international family of affection and it was so strong
Paul says, “No, Mike. You have to understand what happened. It is not about you. This is the Lord’s word and He is going to release
power on this word in the days to come and the power is going to be released for signs and wonders but there is going to be a
power to create separation of people who will not free the people of God into their destiny.”
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Confirmation: None
I always, I mean, I preached on this so many times. The sermon I ever gave at MCF,
December 5th 1982, Isaiah 62:6, I mean like clockwork. So what I am looking for and I
skip Isaiah 62 every time. I know Isaiah 62. I am getting desperate because I am alive
with this.
I know Isaiah 62 like I know the names of my children. I know Isaiah 62. I open it up!
There it is. Verse four and five and the Lord speaks to me so clear he goes, “The bridal
paradigm of Isaiah 62 verse one to five.” It’s actually verse one to five the whole way.
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Confirmation: Paul hears the audible word of God with the IHOP acronym and its
meaning which matches the 4 values given to Mike in Cairo.

The idea we would build a night and day prayer. Night and day prayer must be built on
that. It must be built on holiness of heart which we call passion for Jesus or intimacy
with God or becoming lovesick worshippers that obey the Lord that follow the lamb
wherever He goes. It must be built on extravagant giving to the poor. And it must be
built on the realm of faith or the activity of the spirit and we can call it prophetic.
He said from the beginning when the Lord sent Mike to Kansas City, he goes the
gathering of people, from the very beginning he says it always was, it always was in
God’s heart a prayer laboratory. It was never ever a local church. It was always a prayer
lab in the Holy Spirit. I thought that was an interesting Holy, I considered, a Holy Spirit
commentary on those eighteen years. Wasn’t only a prayer lab, but it was mostly a
prayer lab.
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Confirmation: unspecified divine pieces of information.
And what I mean by calling IHOP back to IHOP is the prayer ministry, back to those four
values: IHOP. I – intercession, H – holiness, O - offering to the poor, extravagant giving
to the poor and P – the prophetic ministry; standing boldly on what the Spirit says and
does with the spirit of faith, and believing for His intervention.
Speak them boldly, tenderly, in humility but boldly. God is constantly calling IHOP back
to IHOP
It’s really to the believers that … give their hearts fully to it and war according to these
words and press in to the heart of God with spiritual violence as lovesick worshipers.
And I remember thinking I don’t feel like I do and a few more little pieces of divine
information later. I said, “Oh, I guess I really do. Ouch!”
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So what the Lord told Bob is that the Lord is going to offend the mind of His people on
purpose.

To his own disciples if this doesn’t excite you I have given you every reason to move on.
He looks at the professional spirit and says, “I have given you every reason to get rid of
me if you want. But if you are hungry you will fight against the stream. Your
desperation, your hunger will make you press to get the other answers that are in my
heart.” I mean what security. Of course when you do Genesis 1, you do that you are a
very secure person.
The Lord is on purpose offending minds to reveal hearts. Now, here’s what the Lord told
Paul Cain. He said, “This is not my main menu but it is the hors d’oeuvres that I am
starting with. This is me and say “yes” to it.”
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